Report on StriveTogether Visits
and Conference, March 2014
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Summary of Visits
Partnership

City

Stage

Backbone Type

Broward
County

Fort
Lauderdale,
Florida

Established organisation, Major funder,
shifted to collective
linked to Council,
impact several years ago 60 staff in all

Thrive
Chicago

Chicago – 6
Established early 2013,
million people just starting action
groups

Mayor’s office, 3
dedicated staff

Success for All Oak Park,
Established 2013, design
Youth
Chicago –
and planning stage
52,000 people

Existing
community
organisation

Milwaukee
Succeeds

Major funder, 30
staff in all

Milwaukee –
600,000
people

Well established
collective impact
partnership

StriveTogether conference – focus on Exploring Communities.
Included coaching focused on our specific needs

Summary of Learnings
• Learning Auckland has potential to drive real
change
• But to do that we need to change how we work
• We know the theory, BUT:
– The devil is in the detail – what it looks like to
really practice CI effectively
– There are some core things we’re not doing, that
would make all the difference
– It requires a JUMP not a STEP

Getting the Process Right
• The thing that makes the difference is focusing on
measurable outcomes and using continuous improvement to
shift them
• Be clear up front – need to do things differently
• Need to agree a process and stick to it – RBA, 6-Sigma,
whatever, but be consistent
• Get trainers/facilitators to support action groups – business
can help here
• Data frequency needs to match meeting frequency so can
reflect, adjust
• Prioritise among possible actions – ask what is getting in the
way of effective practice, how can we remove those barriers
• Better to expand what’s working locally than to bring in flashy
new programmes from outside
• Check process as well as outcomes – know what quality looks
like

Data
• Data is central – our “currency” to get people
involved
• Shift the conversation – from sharing to turning the
curve
• Using data as “a flashlight not a hammer”
• Start with evidence-based outcomes and indicators –
build structure around them not vice versa
• Don’t get caught up in data you don’t have – act on
what you do have and set up data team to get the
rest
• People share data because it’s for “the community” –
to help, not to judge

Leadership
• Range of structures but common themes:
– High-level leadership table – CEO level - helps with
engagement and resourcing
– “everyone who needs to be at the table is at the
table” – some over 40 members
– Business especially important – end “users” and bring
different mindset
– Meets quarterly – overall directions
– Sometimes an exec committee or steering group
meeting more frequently

• Clear roles and structures – diagram
• Letters of agreement with organisations

Thrive Chicago will improve outcomes through
collaborative, focused Change Networks

Executive
Council

Anchor
Institution

Driving Action
• Action groups around 2 or 3 priority outcomes
• Practitioners/mid-level leaders – expertise
• Cross-sector – all the angles that impact on
the outcome
• Use data and evidence to identify specific
barriers and enablers – what needs to change
• Look at what works locally to address
• Act, measure, reflect, adjust…

Funding & Communication
• Engage funders early, face to face
• Use existing relationships - introductions
• Not just $$ - think about in-kind, support for different
parts of work
• Shift – from charity to investment
• “Imagine a city that’s coordinated to the goal”
• Lead with the potential, then sell ability to align the
good things that are happening and coordinate around
the outcomes – data
• Language – no acronyms/jargon
–
–
–
–

Set the stage – the “why”
Express the “something new”
Show how it works in practice
Tell a story - example

Conclusions
• Confirms our conclusions at February meeting
• We’re doing well on some things
–
–
–
–
–

Started with engagement – summit “design institute”
Dedicated group driving the work to date
Agreed outcomes, communicated clearly
Engaging data reports (but not branded LA)
Backbone organisation potentially well-positioned

• Key things we need to change
– Use continuous improvement
– High-level leadership table for governance
– Crisp, compelling, tailored business case and confident, personal
approaches to leaders and funders
– Clear message up front – focus on data, doing things differently – not
soft/inclusive
– Prioritise a few key indicators to shift first
– Using data to identify, plan and track system-level change

Next Steps
• Write a business case for use with potential members
and funders
• Design our ideal leadership table
• Individual approaches – joint COMET and kaitiaki
members – June/July
• Final kaitiaki meeting in July – report, review, celebrate
• Prepare presentation of baseline data for meeting
• Leadership Table meeting – late August
–
–
–
–

Agree how we work together
Review the data
Prioritise outcomes – principal and contributing
Select 2-3 action groups to set up

• Identify coordinators and set up action groups

